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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a principal ideal domain and G a finite group. Denote by I, the 
RG-module which is isomorphic to R as an R-module and has trivial 
action by G. If H is a subgroup of G, let (Z,)‘= RG ORH Z, denote the 
induced module. This is a free R-module with a basis which is a G-orbit 
such that H is the stabilizer of some element in the basis. The problem con- 
sidered in this article is to determine when G contains nonconjugate sub- 
groups H and K such that (Z,)Gz (ZK)’ as RG-modules. This has been 
considered for a field of characteristic zero in [13]. Our first result gives a 
criterion for this to hold when R = Z,, the ring of p-adic integers and 
JG:HI=p”. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a (complete) discrete valuation ring with residue 
field of characteristic p. Let PE Syl,(G) and let H and K be subgroups of 
index p” in G. The following are equivalent: 
(a) (ZH)Gr (Z,)G as RG-modules. 
(b) P n H and P n K are conjugate in G. 
A more general result is proved in Section 2. The result is closely related 
to Scott modules (see Burry [3] and Green [12]). Also, if Pn H= e, Zg is 
the principal indecomposable and Theorem A follows from its properties 
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[2, 151. In that case the first author [13] has shown using the 
classification of simple groups that unless p* = (q” - l)/(q - 1) for some b, 
n > 3, and prime power q, H and K must be conjugate. 
Besides the intrinsic interest in studying isomorphism of permutation 
modules, there are number theoretic consequences. Let E and F be number 
fields (i.e., finite extensions of the rational numbers Q). Perlis [18] showed 
that E and F have the same zeta function if and only if they have the same 
normal closure D and (ZH)G~(ZK)G ( over Q) where Z-Z and K are the sub- 
groups of G = Gal(D/Q) corresponding to E and F. Such fields are called 
arithmetically equivalent. Clearly, Er F if and only if H and K are con- 
jugate. Moreover, if (Z,)‘E(Z~)’ over H,, then h(E),rh(F), where h(E), 
denotes the Sylow p-subgroup of the class group of E. Hence an immediate 
consequence of Theorem A is: 
COROLLARY 1. Let E and F be extensions of Q of degree p” with the 
same normal closure D. Zf there exists c E Aut(D) such that 
P Of1 1 [EC(F) : Q] then 
(a) E and F are arithmetically equivalent, and 
(b) W,WF),. 
Perlis [ 191 obtained the corollary in case a = 1. Note in this case that 
p* /’ [EF: Q] since p* / [D : Q]. 
We also consider the relationship of permutation modules when the ring 
is changed. Clearly p-adic isomorphism implies both rational isomorphism 
and isomorphism over fields of characteristic p. Surprisingly, isomorphism 
over fields of characteristic p implies p-adic isomorphism (Theorem 2.9). In 
general, rational isomorphism does not imply p-adic isomorphism. 
However, this is true for subgroups of index p or p* (Corollary 4.2). By 
[ 131, if n is divisible by p3 for some prime p, there exists a nilpotent group 
G with nonconjugate subgroups H and K of index n such that (Z,)G E (ZK)’ 
(over QG). 
A next case to consider is n = pq. In Section 5, we determine some 
general facts about subgroups of squarefree index. In Section 6, we essen- 
tially describe all permutation groups of degree pq and as a consequence 
prove: 
THEOREM B. Let p and q be distinct primes. Suppose [G : H] = pq and 
(Zn)Gr(ZK)G (as QG-modules). One of the following holds: 
(a) H and K are conjugate. 
(b) p,q, orpqEQ=(r(r=(Z”-1)/(1-I), laprimepower, n>3 or 
r= 11). 
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(c) q is a Fermat prime and q - 2 mod p (or vice versa). 
(d) pq = 29.59. 
Moreover, for (bt(d), there exist G, H, K satisfying the hypotheses with H 
and K nonconjugate. 
Theorem B depends on the classification of simple groups. However, one 
case worth noting is independent of that; namely, if G is solvable, then H 
and K are conjugate (Theorem 6.1). 
In Section 3, we give some examples of nonconjugate subgroups induc- 
ing the same permutation representation. Combining the examples and the 
theorems shows that for 18 #n 6 40, there exist examples with noncon- 
jugate subgroups of index n inducing the same permutation character if 
and only if n 3 7 and n # 9, 10, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 37, or 38. The case n = 18 
is still open. There is a related result for arithmetically equivalent fields of 
degree n assuming the groups do occur as Galois groups. 
Notation is as in [13]. 
2. p-ADIC ISOMORPHISM 
Assume in this section (unless stated otherwise) that R is a complete dis- 
crete valuation ring with residue field R of characteristic p. In particular, 
one can take R to be Z,, the p-adic integers, or a field of characteristic p. 
Let G be a finite group with subgroups H and K of index n. Let V= I$ and 
W= Zg be the (left) RG-modules induced by the action of G on the left 
cosets of H and K, respectively. The main results of this section are 
Theorem 2.1, its Corollary, and Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.1. If Vr W, then the Sylow p-subgroups of H and K are con- 
jugate. Conversely, if the Sylow p-subgroups of H and K are conjugate and V 
is indecomposable, then VE W (as RG modules). 
COROLLARY 2.2. If n = pa, then Vg W $ and only ly the Sylow p-sub- 
groups of H and K are conjugate. 
These results can also be obtained by using properties of Scott modules 
and properties of vertices and sources and are inherent in [3] and [12] 
when R is a field. We present a proof of these results without using these 
concepts and discuss the relationship with them. The proof follows from a 
series of lemmas. 
The first result is the Mackey Decomposition Theorem and holds for any 
commutative ring. See [9] for a proof and note (ii) is a special case of (i). 
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LEMMA 2.3. (i) IfM<G, then (Z$),,.,,z Oxed ZznHx, where A is a set of 
(M, H) double coset representatives. 
(ii) Zf ZG,rZz and G= HM, then G= KM and Z$nHzZz,-,K. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf n = [G : H] = p”, then V is indecomposable. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then G = PH. By the 
previous lemma, V, z ZF A H. Set p= V@, R. If V is decomposable, then so 
is I? As P acts transitively on the cosets of P n H, P fixes a unique line in 
I? Since P fixes a line in each summand of v, it follows that 7, is indecom- 
posable and so P as well. This means V is indecomposable. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf Vg W, Q E Syl,(H) and R E Syl,(K), then Q and R are 
conjugate in G. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, 
where A and A’ are sets of representatives for the (Q, H) and (Q, K) double 
cosets. Since each of the summands is indecomposable, it follows by the 
Krull Schmidt Theorem (which holds for RG, see [9, Vol. II, 43.71) that 
ZgnH=Z$zZ$nKr for some x. 
Thus Z$ n K.r is one dimensional and K” > Q. Now Q and R” are both 
Sylow p-subgroups of K”, and Q and R are conjugate by Sylow’s Theorem. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let Q E Syl,(H). Then V is a direct summand of U = Zz (as 
RG-modules). 
Proof: Let {u,,..., u, } be an R basis for U such that Q fixes u, and G 
permutes the ui. Similarly, choose {vl ,..., v,} a basis for V such that 
Hv, = v1 and G permutes the vi. Let x1,..., x, be left coset representatives 
forQinH.Definea:V-+Uand/?U+Vby 
1 m 
ash =m .C gxiul, 
1=1 
and 
Note a and /I are well defined RG homomorphisms and flu is the identity 
( p 1 m, so m ~ ’ E R). Thus a is injective, and so Ur V 0 Ker /I. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Jf H and K have conjugate Sylow p-subgroups and V is 
indecomposable, then Vg W. 
Proof. By conjugation assume Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of both H and 
K. By Lemma 2.6, V and W are both summands of Zz = U. Write U = @U,, 
where each Uj is indecomposable. By the Krull Schmidt Theorem, VE lJi 
for some i and WE @U,, jE J, for some subset J. Since U is a permutation 
module, there is a unique line in U on which G acts trivially. Thus exactly 
one U, has such a submodule. Since V contains a trivial submodule, it must 
be U,r V. As W has such a submodule, iE J= (i} since V and W are free 
rank n R-modules. 
Theorem 2.1 now follows from Lemmas 2.3 through 2.7 and 
Corollary 2.2 follows from the theorem and Lemma 2.4. 
Remarks. (1) If H is a p-complement, Zg is the principal p-indecom- 
posable and these results follow from its properties [2, 151. 
(2) These results can be proved using the theory of Scott modules, 
vertices, and sources. As in Lemma 2.7, any transitive permutation module 
U has a unique indecomposable constituent containing a trivial submodule. 
This is called the Scott module of U. Denote this by S(U). This is precisely 
the definition of Scott module given in [3] or [12] if R is a field of charac- 
teristic p. The same definition applies equally well if R is a complete dis- 
crete valuation ring. Some properties will apply over a general such ring, 
but others will not. Arguments as in the proofs of the lemmas show that 
S(V) has vertex Q for any Q E Syl,(H). Hence Vz W implies that 
S( V)gS( W) have the same vertex yielding the first part of the theorem. If 
V is indecomposable, then V= S(V) and one can argue as in Lemma 2.7. 
(See Burry [3] or Green [12] for the case R is a field.) With this ter- 
minology, the proof of Lemma 2.7 provides a proof of Lemma 2.7’. 
LEMMA 2.7'. Zf V=Zg and W=Zg, then S(V)zS(W) $and only ifH 
and K have conjugate Sylow p-subgroups. 
(3) Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 remain valid if Zz is replaced by 
any linear character 1 of G (that is, take V= Jg and W= AZ). The proof is 
as given with the obvious modifications. 
We show below that the decomposition into indecomposables of a per- 
mutation module over R has a special property not enjoyed by RG- 
modules in general. To be specific, let V be a permutation module and let 
v= v, @ ... 0 V, be the decomposition into indecomposable submodules. 
Then F = V, @ * @ Fr is the decomposition into indecomposable RG-sub- 
modules. Thus Vi is indecomposable if and only if Pi is indecomposable. 
This is not necessarily true for R-modules in general although if ne 1 IG(, 
then V/7ceVz W/new implies VE W where 7~ is the maximal ideal of R 
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[ 171. This helps explain why the statement of Theorem 2.1 is the same 
using either R or R (assuming the indecomposability of the module). 
LEMMA 2.8. dim, Horn&V, W) = dimK HomRJ V, P). 
Proof By Frobenius reciprocity [9, 111, Horn&V, IV) is R- 
isomorphic to Horn&Z,, (I;)“). This latter module is clearly R- 
isomorphic to C,(H), the fixed space of H on W. Moreover, C,(H) is a 
free rank d R-module, where d is the number of orbits of H on the cosets of 
K. By replacing R by R in the argument above, we see both dimensions 
are d. 
THEOREM 2.9. (i) Pz Ke Vg W. 
(ii) Zf V = @V,, where each Vi is indecomposable, then 7, is indecom- 
posable. In particular, V is indecomposable if and only if 7 is. Also, if S( V) 
and S(P) are the Scott modules of V and v, respectively, then S(P) = S(V). 
Proof: Let (rc) be the maximal ideal of R. Suppose Br IV. By choosing 
bases for V and W, any element 01 in Horn,& V, W) = B can be represented 
by an n x n matrix. The map cp sending a --i Cr in Horn&r, m) = B given 
by reduction mod n is an R homomorphism. Moreover, dim. B = 
dimK q(B). By the previous result, this implies q(B) = B. Since Pr 8’, there 
exists an isomorphism y in C. Thus y = q(a) for some a in B. Considering a 
as a matrix, we see det a $ (rc) as det(y) # 0. Thus det a is a unit and a is an 
isomorphism. (Alternatively, one can give a coordinate free proof using 
Nakayama’s Lemma.) 
The argument above shows that any homomorphism from P to m 
comes from an element of Horn&V, W). In particular, this holds for 
W= V. So assume, say, Y1 is decomposable. Thus there exists an idem- 
potent y #O or 1 in End&P,). By the above remarks, there is some 
a E End ,J VI ) = E inducing y on Pi. Hence a* - a E TIE. 
Since R is complete, there exists fl E E with /I’ = p and /?-a E TCE. In par- 
ticular, fl# 0 or 1 in E. Thus V, = p( V,) @ ker fl. This contradicts the 
indecomposability of V, and proves the result. 
That S(V) = S( V) follows because S(V) is indecomposable and has a 
trivial submodule. 
We now discuss a method for showing in certain situations that Zg is 
indecomposable as an RG-module. Let P E Syl,(G) and P > Q E Syl,(H). 
Assume also that R has characteristic zero and K is its quotient field. If 
V = V, 0 V2 decomposes, then V@ R K = ( V, OR K) @ ( V, @I R K). Hence 
the permutation character of VOR K is x1 + x2 + . . . + xI where x, = 1 and 
for i> 1, the xi are nontrivial characters. Hence 
dim Vi= 1 xi(l) 
jo.J, 
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where J, and J2 are a partition of {I,..., t}. Moreover, by Lemmas 2.3 and 
2.4, [P:Q] 1 dim Vi. In particular, if the permutation representation is 
doubly transitive, then V is indecomposable if and only if p 1 [G:H]. 
Similarly, if the permutation representation is rank three, then the charac- 
ter is of the form 1 +x2+x3, and if p” ( [G:H] and p”/‘x2(1) or x3(1), 
then V is indecomposable. 
We close this section with a related result which we shall require later. 
This result holds for an arbitrary commutative ring. 
LEMMA 2.10. If A Q G and Iz z IG,, then ZzA z I&. 
Proofi Again, let V= I$ We shall show U = C,(A)rZ& which thus 
must be isomorphic to I’&. 
Choose an R basis B= {vii} for V such that B is a G orbit, H fixes ull, 
and O,i={~,j ,..., usj} is an A orbit for each j. Set uj = vii+ ... + usj. As 
AaG, G permutes the 0, and so the {uj}. Indeed since G is transitive, { Uj> 
is a G orbit. Clearly U is the R span of the {uj}, and so {u,} is a basis for 
U. Since Hu,,=u,~, gu,=u,ogO,=O,ogEHA. Therefore UEI$,. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we present several examples which apply to Section 2 and 
later sections.’ 
EXAMPLE 1: Higman-Sims ,Group [ 143. The Higman-Sims Group has 
two conjugary classes of subgroups of index 176 which are permuted by an 
outer automorphism. The action on the cosets of each is doubly transitive. 
Each subgroup is isomorphic to PTU(3, 5). Note here 176 = 11.16. 
First let R be the 1 1-adic integers. Let H be a representative of one of the 
conjugate classes of PTU(3, 5) subgroups and K a representative of the 
other. As the representations are both doubly transitive, V is indecom- 
posable. As H and K have the same Sylow 1 l-subgroup, Zgg ‘I: over R. 
This means they are also isomorphic over C and over i?. 
Next let R be the 2-adic integers. Then K acts on the cosets of H in two 
orbits of sizes 126 and 50. As these are even, a Sylow 2-subgroup of K does 
not fix any point and so no Sylow 2-subgroup of K is contained in any 
conjugate of H. This shows that over R, the modules are not isomorphic by 
Theorem 2.1. If R is a finite field of characteristic 2, the module V is also 
indecomposable by Theorem 2.9. Again the modules are not isomorphic. 
This is an example of permutation modules which are indecomposable 
over GF(2) and GF( 11). They are isomorphic over GF( 11) and so over C, 
but not over GF(2). 
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EXAMPLE 2: Mz3. As seen from Table I in Section 5, MZJ has two per- 
mutation representations of degree 253. The stabilizers of points are not 
isomorphic subgroups; one being M,,*2 and the other 24A,. The per- 
mutation characters are both the same with degrees 1, 22, 230. The orbits 
of the stabilizers of a point have different lengths; 1, 42, 210 for the Mz,*2 
and 1, 112, 140 for 24A7. Note 253 = 23 x 11. They are decomposable over 
GF( 11) and GF(23) as the character of degree 22 is an 11-projective and 
the character of degree 230 is a 23-projective. They are isomorphic over C. 
This shows that two permutation representations isomorphic over C need 
not have isomorphic point stabilizers. 
EXAMPLE 3. This is a general class of examples which provide several 
specific groups of interest. Suppose G is a group with an outer 
automorphism u. Let H be a subgroup and suppose x’ is conjugate to an 
element in (x) for each x in H. Then the permutation character on the 
cosets of H is the same (over C) as the permutation character on the cosets 
of H”. This follows as in any permutation representation, the number of 
points fixed by x is the same as the number fixed by (x). 
Suppose also that YE H s N( Y) with Y a Sylow p-subgroup of G. The 
notation A-B in G for A, B subgroups of G means g-‘Ag = B for some g 
in G. Now H”- K in N( Y) and H-H” in G if and only if H-K in N( Y). 
To see this choose g in G such that ( YO)g = Y. Then K = Hug c N( Y). If 
K= H’ for IE G, Yug = Y is the Sylow p-group of H’ and so Y’ = Y and 
I E N( Y). This means that if H-K in G, H-K in N(Y). 
A class of such groups can be obtained from G&(q). Let G = G&(q), 
Hz (i d1 * ::::‘I ; d, is in a subgroup of index s of (GF(q))* 
i 
. 
u 
0 * 
I 
Y= 
Then 
Let cr: A + (A-‘)’ and 
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conjugates H” to the subgroup 
K= 
of N(Y). Unless s = 1, K is not conjugate to H in * . .* 
N(Y)= ii )i *. : . . 0 * 
and so the permutation representation on the cosets of H and K are 
isomorphic over @ but the stabilizers of the points are not conjugate. Note 
IT is the graph automorphism. 
EXAMPLE 3a. Set n = 2, I= 3, p = 2. The index in GL,(3) is 
2. (3’ - 1)/(3 - 1) = 8. This gives two subgroups of GL,(3) of index 8 
which are not conjugate but have the same permutation character over C. 
Both subgroups have conjugate Sylow 2-subgroups; namely, (‘0’ y) and 
(A ,“,). This means the modules are isomorphic over E, or a field of charac- 
ter&tic 2. Perlis [ 1 S] constructed an example of order 32 with the modules 
not isomorphic over H,. Since GL,(3) is a Galois group over Q this gives 
examples of nonisomorphic fields with the same zeta function and whose 
class groups have isomorphic Sylow 2-subgroups. 
EXAMPLE 3b. Set n = 2, q = 2, (2’ + 1) a Fermat prime, and p 1 2’ - 1. 
This gives subgroups of index p(2’+ 1). For example if I= 2, GL,(4) has 
two subgroups of index 5.3 = 15. In later sections, we will consider sub- 
groups of index pq where p and q are distinct primes. This example gives 
situations where such subgroups arise. 
EXAMPLE 3c. Let G= GL,(r), M the stabilizer of a line, n 2 3. Let 0 
again denote the graph automorphism on G (e.g., a(g) = (g’))‘). Now 
M/M’ 2 Z, ~ i x Z, _ r . Choose a subgroup H of M such that M/Hz Z, (so 
r = 1 mod q) and set K = H”. Then I$ = 1& and M= N,(H) is not con- 
jugate to M” (which is the stabilizer of a hyperplane). Thus H and K are 
not conjugate. In particular, choose H so that H does not contain 
Z = Z(G). Thus if q is prime, [Z: H n Z] = q. Now let (7 = G/H n Z. Then 
R and E induce the same permutation representation, kerc Ij= 1, and 
Fr(G)zZ, x PSL,(r) or a central quotient of SL,(r). If [G: H] = pq, the 
former must occur by Proposition 5.1. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let P and Q be two p-groups of exponent p of the same 
order. Such groups occur in [ 181. The regular representation for P or Q 
for elements of order p has IPl/p p-cycles. Considering each as a subgroup 
of &I, the permutation characters are the same. They certainly need not 
be isomorphic. 
4. SUBGROUPS OF INDEX p” 
In this section we collect some results about subgroups H and K of index 
p” in G. Again let I/ be the module affording 1; and W the module 
affording 1:. We have seen in Section 2 that V and W being isomorphic as 
R modules where R is E, or a field of characteristic p is equivalent to H 
and K having conjugate Sylow p-subgroups. Two permutation modules 
isomorphic over the p-adic integers are isomorphic over 6;9, and so are 
isomorphic viewed over C. This means they have the same character. 
However, two permutation modules with the same character need not be 
isomorphic over Z,. The following result gives a condition to guarantee 
such representations are isomorphic over h,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose H and K are subgroups of index p” in G for 
which Ig and I: are isomorphic over C. Suppose Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
H, P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and Qa Aa P with A/Q cyclic. Then Zf, 
and I”, are isomorphic over R where R is Z, or afield of characteristic p. 
Proof As HP = G, Lemma 2.2(ii) gives IF,,zZc, K as modules over C. 
As Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of H contained in P, P n H = Q. Assume the 
kernels of each permutation representation are trivial by factoring them out 
if necessary. Let cp be the character of 1;. Since Q 4 A dP, q(x) = 0 if 
x E P- A as conjugates of such x are in P-A also and so not in Q. If 
ycPnK; cp(y)#O and so yeA. In particular PnKcA. Let PnK=S. 
Now 
where T is a transversal for A in P. As Q a A UP, the groups Qg are the 
kernels of the linear characters whose values are IA: Ql roots of 1. The mul- 
tiplicity of a given Qg is the multiplicity of a fixed such character in VA. As 
A/Q” is abelian and fi BE T Qg is trivial because we are assuming lz is 
faithful, A is abelian. Now Qg is a normal subgroup of A of index IA :Ql. 
There are ) TI such subgroups. The linear characters which are constituents 
of l$ all have Sg in their kernel. A constituent of 12 whose value is an 
(A: Ql root of 1 must occur as a constituent of l& for some g. Restricting 
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to Sg of index IA : Ql gives the trivial character and so Sg = Q. In particular 
a Sylow p-subgroup of K is conjugate to a Sylow p-subgroup of H and so 
1: and Zg are isomorphic over R by Corollary 2.7. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If H and K are of index p” in G with a < 2 and Z$z I”, 
over @, then I$2 I: over h, or a field of characteristic p. 
Proof: As (P: Ql = p or p2, an A as in Theorem 4.1 can be found. 
Remark. If p # 11 or p # (q” - l)/(q - l), n 2 3, the conditions of 
Corollary 4.2 imply H and K are conjugate by [13, Corollary 3.33. 
Let H be a set of primes and let r(H) be the set of simple groups with 
more than one conjugate class of H-complements. If H is a single prime p, 
the result of [13] shows 
unless p = 11 in which case Lz( 11) is also in r(p). One can show r(p) is 
always finite. It is a number theoretic problem to determine when T(p) is 
empty. It has been shown by Arad and Ward [l] and the first author [13] 
that r(2) is empty. M. Ward has conjectured that r(H) is empty whenever 
2 is in l7. As well as for r(2), it is known that T(p) is empty for p a Fer- 
mat prime and when p - 1 = 2a3a with p # (q3 - l)/(q - 1). We conjecture 
that { p 1 r(p) is nonempty} has density 0. 
If G is a group in T(p), G has two conjugate classes of subgroups of 
index pa by definition. They are both maximal. The properties of maximal 
subgroups of index pa are more stringent than those of arbitrary subgroups 
of index p”. Of course, such a subgroup is contained in a maximal sub- 
group of index pb with b < a. The next result builds on Section 5 of [13]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a maximal subgroup of index p” in G. Set 
L = ker,(H). Zf no factor of a composition series for GIL is in T(p), then 
I$r I: over R, or a field of characteristic p implies H and K are conjugate. 
Proof Assume L = 1 and so H and K contain no normal subgroups. 
Here K is also maximal as in [13, Sect. 51. By [13, 5.23, G= AH= AK 
where A = E*(G) is an elementary abelian p-group which is minimal nor- 
mal and A n H = A n K = 1. The possibility in [ 13, 5.2(b)] is ruled out by 
the hypothesis. By conjugating we can assume H and K have a common 
Sylow p-subgroup Q by Corollary 2.2. Now as in [13, Example 4.31 H and 
K correspond to elements c1 and /I in H’(G/A, A). Since the restriction map 
H’(G/A, A) 4 H’(QA/A, A) 
is injective it follows that CI = /? and so H and K are conjugate in G. 
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We showed in Example 3a that G&(3) has two nonconjugate subgroups 
of index 8 with Zzr ZG, over Z, and over GF(2). The composition factors of 
G&(3) are of orders 2 and 3 and are not in f(2). As was mentioned above 
r(2) is empty. This shows that the condition on maximality in Theorem 4.3 
is necessary. We do not know of similar examples for odd p. 
We complete this section with a result about conjugacy of Z7-com- 
plements. This extends [ 13,3.2] where it was assumed l7= { p} and f(p) 
was empty. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a finite group with lir-complements H and K. If 
no composition factor of G is in QZZ), H and K must be conjugate. 
Proof. Use induction on lG( and choose a minimal normal subgroup A 
of G. If A is a n-group, then A < H n K and the result follows by induction 
on G/A. If A is a n-group, then AH and AK are conjugate by induction 
and H and K are conjugate by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem. This leaves 
AzSxSx ... x S where S is a nonabelian simple group with prime 
divisors in 17 and l7’. Since S C$ r(n), L = H n A and K n A are conjugate 
in A. By conjugating assume L = Kn A. Since 
{LG} = {LA}, G= AN,(L). 
Set N = N,(L). Thus N? (H, K). Since (A n N)/L is a l7-group, L is a l7’- 
group, and N/N n A E G/A, N satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and so 
H and K are conjugate in N by induction. 
5. PRIMITIVE GROUPS OF SQUAREFREE DEGREE 
In this section, maximal subgroups of squarefree index are investigated. 
Proposition 5.2 reduces this to a problem about simple groups. In par- 
ticular, we determine all possibilities for maximal subgroups of index pq in 
a simple group. 
Recall that a group L is called quasisimple if L = L’ and L/Z(L) is sim- 
ple. If L is also subnormal in G, then L is called a component of G. Then 
E(G) is the subgroup of G generated by all components. Moreover, E(G) is 
a central product of all the components of G. The generalized Fitting sub- 
group of G is E*(G) = E(G) F(G), where F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of G. 
We will need the important fact that Fr(G) contains its own centralizer. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose [G : H] = n is squarefree. Set E = E(G) and 
let L be a component of G. Then 
(1) Z(E)<H. 
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(2) Either Ha L or H< N,(L). 
(3) rfQ=(LH)=(LG), either Q<Hor Q=L. 
ProoJ: Set A4 = H n E, Since EaG, [E:M] is squarefree also. Let 
Z = Z(E), and consider the transfer homomorphism (T from E to MZ/A4. If 
p is a prime divisor of [MZ:M], then (p, e)= 1, where e= [E:MZ]. If 
z E Z, then a(z) = z’M. Hence a(Z) = MZ/M and E = Z(ker a). Since E is 
perfect, E = ker g and Z d M < H. 
Suppose (2) fails. By (l), we can pass to G/Z(E) and so assume 
Z(E) = 1. Now there exists a component L, of G not contained in or nor- 
malized by H. So for some h E H, L, = L(; # L, . Since Z(E) = 1, 
E=L,xL2x ... x L,, where Li are the components of G. Let gi denote the 
projection of E onto L,. Since HnL#Li and HnLia(HnE) for i=l 
and 2, a,(Hn E) # Li for i = 1 and 2. Moreover, Hn Ed 
a,(HnE)a,(HnE)L,...L,, and so [E:Hn E] is a multiple of 
[L, :o,(Hn E)][L,:a,(Hn E] = [L,: o,(Hn E)]* and is not squarefree. 
Thus (2) holds. 
Now (3) follows easily, for if L < H, then Q < H, while if L is not con- 
tained in H, then by (2), Q = L. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G be a faithful primitive permutation group on Sz 
with IsZ( = n squarefree. Then F*(G) is simple and acts transitively on Sz. 
Proof If F(G) # 1, then n is prime, 1 F(G)1 = n, and the result is clear. 
So assume F(G) = 1. Thus G has a component L. Set Q = ( LG ) and let H 
be the stabilizer of a point. Since G = QH, Q = (L”) and by 
Proposition 5.1, LCIG and G = LH. If M were any other component, then 
[M: H n M] is squarefree and so 1 # H n M < C,(L) 4 G. Since H contains 
no normal subgroups, this cannot occur. Similarly, Z(L) d H by 
Proposition 5.1 and so Z(L) = 1. Thus L is simple and G = HL as desired. 
We now consider the simple groups. Subgroups of squarefree index are 
quite rare. The case of prime index is well known (cf. [lo]), since by 
Burnside’s Theorem, the action is doubly transitive. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let G=Alt(SZ) with 101 =m > 8. Zf [G: H] = n is 
squarefree, then either 
(a) H is intransitive, or 
(b) m=2k, sZ=0,ul2, with lRil =k and H acts on {C?,,C2,}. 
If n = pq, (b) does not occur, H has an orbit A of size at most 2, and H is the 
stabilizer of A. 
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Prooj Assume H is transitive. If H does not act primitively, there is a 
partition (Q, ,..., 52,) of IR with IQi( = k = m/s such that H permutes the sli. 
If s = 2, then (b) holds. So assume 2 < s < m. Let tf be the subgroup of G 
which permutes the Qi. Then 
m! 
CG:H1 = (k!)ss! is squarefree. 
If s, k z 4, choose a prime p such that E= max(s, k) < p < 21 <m/2 (this is 
possible by Bertrand’s Postulate). Then p2 ( [G:fi], a contradiction. If 
k=2, then 91 [G:i?] (as ~35). If k=3, 41 [G:w] for s=3 and 
25 1 [G: J?] for s 2 4. So the only possibility is that s = 3 and k > 4. It can 
be shown for k # 7 using the Prime Number Theorem that there is a prime 
p with k < p < 3k/2. Then p* 1 [G:t?]. For k = 7, 2* or 32 1 [G:A]. 
So assume H acts primitively. Let T~syl,(G) with Tn HE Syl,(H). 
Since [T:Tn H] = 1 or 5, it follows that H contains a five cycle or a 
product of two disjoint live cycles. By [l, Theorems 13.9 and 13.101, this 
implies H = G for n > 13. For 9 6 n < 12, H = G by inspection. 
If n = pq, then n cm*. In case (b), n > (2k)!/2(k!)* 3 m2 as m > 9. So (a) 
holds and H has an orbit A with t = 1 Al < m/2. Let R be the stabilizer of A. 
Then [G : A] = m! I t!(m - t)! < m2. This implies t < 2 as m Z 9. If t = 2, then 
[G:~]=m(m-1)/2isnotprimeandsoH=~.Ift=1,then[G:~]=m. 
If m = pq, then H = A. Otherwise say m = p and fi~.A,,- 1 has a subgroup 
of index q < m. However, as m - 1 is even, q < m - 1 and this contradiction 
yields the result. 
Note that (b) can actually occur (e.g., take m = 12). However, it is likely 
that this occurs only finitely many times. 
A beautiful result of Seitz [20] will handle almost all of the Chevalley 
groups. Let G be a simple Chevalley Group defined over GF(r), r = I”, I 
prime. Let C be a root system for G and set U = (U, 1 TE C+ ). The next 
result is well known (cf. [7]). 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf G #A,(r), then Z( iJ) d Q(U), the Frattini subgroup of U. 
Moreover, if CI is the highest weight of C, then Z( U,) d Z(U). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Zf G # A,(r) and H is a subgroup with r* 1 [G:H], 
then H < P, a parabolic subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let T(H) = {Jg < H I g E G} where J= Z( U,), a the highest 
weight. Also by the lemma, if VE Syll( H) and V< SE Syl,(G), then 
I/B C,( I’). Hence V is full (as defined in [20]). Thus by [20, Theorem 41 
if 1 is odd and r > 3, H is contained in a parabolic subgroup of G. If I = 2 
and r > 3, then either H is contained in a parabolic subgroup of G or 
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HQ NJ Y) for a quasisimple subgroup Y generated by long root sub- 
groups of G and Y is a Chevalley group over GF(r). An inspection of the 
orders of Aut Y precludes the possibility that f2 1 [G:H]. 
Unfortunately, we still must deal with the case r = 2 or 3. However, by 
the above we can assume G has rank 22 and is not of type *F4. Moreover, 
by the Borel-Tits Theorem if H is not contained in a parabolic subgroup, 
then O,(H) = 1. By Cooperstein [4], X= (T(H)) = X, . . . X,, where 
Xi= (r,), [IX,, X,] = 1 if i #j, T(H) is a disjoint union of the Ti, and fi is 
a single conjugacy class in Xi. Since O,(H) = 1, O,(Xi) = 1 for each i. By 
conjugating we can assume Jc X, n Z( V). Thus for any u E V, 
J = J” c X, n Xl; c Z(X, ) n 0,(X,) unless X, = Xt; . Hence V< N,(X, ) = N. 
We claim N is not contained in a parabolic subgroup P of G. If so, set 
Q = G,(P). Now QV= V or QV is a Sylow - 1 subgroup of G. In either 
case, by the lemma, there exists K d Z(Q V) with KE f(G). Moreover, by 
the lemma, KdVand so K<C,(Q)nX,<QnX<O,(X)=l. This proves 
the claim. Now the result follows by examining the list of subgroups Y 
generated by conjugates of J in Kantor [ 161 and Cooperstein [S, 61 and 
determining that either M= NJ Y) is contained in a parabolic subgroup or 
I2 1 [G:M]. 
We can now list all maximal subgroups of index pq in a simple group 
(Table I). For G = L2(r) or A,, n < 9, all subgroups are known. If G is a 
Chevalley group, one can just check which parabolic subgroups can 
possibly have index pq (using some elementary number theory). If 
G = *F4(2)’ or a sporadic group other than listed in the table, it follows 
from the character tables that there are no subgroups of index pq. For the 
sporadic groups listed, all maximal subgroups are known. 
We conclude this section with a determination of all primitive groups of 
degree pq. Note in Proposition 5.2 that one only concludes that F*(G) acts 
transitively not primitively. However, for n = pq, this is true except for the 
one case 5.6(b) below. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let G be a faithful primitive group on Sz with JSZI = pq 
(p, q distinct primes). Then F*(G) is a nonabelian simple group and either 
(a) F*(G) acts primitively on 52 (and so is given in Table Z), or 
(b) G = PGL2( 11) is acting on the cosets of N&T) for TE Syl,(G’) 
and pq = 55. 
Proof. Let H be the stabilizer of a point. By Proposition 5.2, L = F*(G) 
is a nonabelian simple group. If H n L is maximal in L, then (a) holds. 
Otherwise H n L < M < L with [L :M] = p. Thus by [ 131, L = PSL,(r) or 
PSL,( 1 1 ), where in the first case M is the stabilizer of a line or hyperplane 
and in the second case Mr A,. In the first case H n LcIM and so H is 
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TABLE I 
G n=pq Rank Orbit lengths H Notes 
Two classes 
same 
character 
r(r+l) ,r+l 
L(r) - 
(r> 13) 
2 ’ 2 
L*(r) - 
r(r-1) ,r+l 
(r> 11) 
2 ’ 2 
Al 35 4 1,4, 12, 18 (A, x A,)2 
A5 
A5 
A6 
Ii; 
id 
A: 
A, (12 10) 
A,([> 11) 
Ml, 
M*, 
M22 
M23 
M23 
L,(r) 
6 
10 
6 
6 
:i 
t: 
21 
1 
41- 1) 
2 
1, 5 
1, 3, 6 f:  
1, 5 A5 (Intransitive 
on 6 points) 
1, 5 A5 (Transitive 
on 6 points) 
t’: 8 N(T) TESY~~(&) 
s4 (Transitive) 
1:6:8 , 14 2w 
(Intransitive) 
1, 10, 10 s5 
1, I- 1 A,- I 
1,2(1-2) 1 s 
(1-2) 1-3) 
1-2 
:3 
77 
253 
253 
r’- 1 
1, , 21 10, 442 
1,21, 55 
1,42, 210 
1,112,140 
Same character 
1+22+230 
r-l 2 l,n-1 
Stabilizer of a projective 
(r=Y,Iprime,a=I’) 
pomt or hyperplane 
(Two classes with same 
character if I > 3) 
r’+ 1 2 l,n-1 Stabilizer of a r even 
n=r3+1=(r+1)(r2-r+l) 
singular line 
r + 1 must be a Fermat prime, r2 -I + 1 also a prime 
(e.g., r = 4, 16) 
Sz(2 2m-I-1) 4*?n+1+1 2 l,n-1 Bore1 subgroup 
n = 42” + ’ + 1 must be a product of two primes 
(e,g.,m=l,n=65) 
r4- 1 
W(r) - r-l 3 1,r2+r,r3 Either of the r even maximal 
n = (r + l)(r2 + 1) a product of two 
parabolics 
Different 
consecutive Fermat primes, e.g., characters 
r=4,n=5.17=85 
r=16,n=17,257=4369 
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properly contained in N,(Hn L), a contradiction. So necessarily, 
L=PSL,(ll), G=PGL,(ll), A,EH~L=N,(T), TESTY,. Thus 
H = N,(T) and (b) holds. 
6. SUBGROUPS OF INDEX pq 
In this section, we determine the structure of permutation groups of 
degree pq. The primitive ones were described in the previous setion. We 
also determine when there can be nonconjugate subgroups of index pq 
inducing the same permutation representation. The first case is when 
E(G) = 1. Note this result does not depend on the classification theorem for 
simple groups. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let H and K he subgroups of index pq in G (p, q distinct 
primes) such that 
(i) lgzlz, and 
(ii) E(G/L) = 1, where L = ker, H= fl HR. 
Then H and K are conjugate in G. In particular, this holds when G/L is 
solvable. 
Proof: Since L = ker,K by (i), we can assume L = 1. Thus F= F(G) = 
O,(G) x O,(G). If pq 1 IFI, then G= HF and so Hn FaG. Thus Hn F= 1 
and F is cyclic. Since C,(F) = F, H embeds in Aut F. Hence either H is 
cyclic or H = N,(R) for some R E Syl,(G) with r I (p - 1, q - 1). In the first 
case, (i) implies that H and K are conjugate. In the second case, the result 
is obvious. 
So assume F*(G) = O,(G) = A. If IAl = p, then as A 3 C,(A), G/ArH is 
cyclic and H and K are conjugate. So JAJ > p and A n H # 1. Set M= HA. 
Since 
by conjugating we can assume A n H = A n K = B (since the kernel of any 
nontrivial constituent of 12 n H is A n H). Hence (H, K) d N,(B) # G. 
Thus NJ B) = M has index q in G. Note BH = HB = H. If x E G - M, then 
x-‘BxB = A, and so HxH = Hxx-‘BxBH = HxAH = MxM. Similarly, 
KxH = MxM for x $ M. Since the number of (H, K) double cosets in G is 
(lg, 1:) = (lg, lg) is the number of (H, H) double cosets in G, it follows 
that A4 # KH. Set S = ker, H. Since KSG KH # M, S < K. Since 
p = CM: H], p 1 [H: S]. Thus H/S and K/S are complements to the normal 
Sylow p-subgroup AS/S in M/S. Thus H and K are conjugate in M. 
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One may ask whether Theorem 6.1 holds for squarefree index when G is 
solvable. We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let H be a subgroup of G of index pq, where p and q are 
distinct primes and ker, H = 1. Let Z= {K < G 1 Zg = I:}. One of the follow- 
ing holds (up to interchanging p and q): 
(1) E(G)= 1 and Z= HG. 
(2) F*(G)= L, x *.. x L,, where the Li are the conjugates of the sim- 
ple component L, and H, = H n L1 has index p in L, . Moreover, 
HnF*(G)=H,xL,x ... x L, and H = N,(H n F*(G)). Thus Z consists of 
a unique class tf Li # F(p); two classes if Li E r(p). 
(3) F*(G) = L, x L,, where L, and L2 are simple normal components 
of G,HnF(G)=H,xH,, where Hi=HnLi, [L,:H,]=p, and 
[L,: Hz] = q. Moreover, H = N,(H, x H,), and so Z consists of one, two, or 
four classes depending upon whether L, E F(p) andJor L, E F(q). 
(4) F*(G)=Lissimple, [L:HnL]=pq,andHnLismaximalinL. 
Then H = N,(H n L), L is given in Table Z, and Z consists of one or two 
classes as given in Table I. 
(5) F*(G)=LzLL,(ll), [L:HnL]=55, and H=N,(T) for some 
TE Syl,(L). Then F= HG, and H= N,(Hn L). 
(6) F*(G)=LgLJr), where p=(r”- l)/(r--l), q I (r-l), 
[L : H n L] = pq, and M = N,(H n L) has index p in L. Then KE Z is con- 
jugate to H if and only tf H n L and Kn L are conjugate in L. Hence F con- 
sists of one or two classes depending upon whether n = 2 or n > 2 (and so 
Lm4). 
(7) F*(G)=LxZ,, where LSL,(r), p=(r”-l)/(r-l), qj(r-1), 
[L : H n L] = pq, and M = NL( H n L) has index p in L. In this case, Z will 
consist of two classes. (See Example 3. Note tfn > 2, L E F(p), while if n = 2, 
p is a Fermat prime and p = 2 mod q.) 
(8) F*(G) = L or Lx Z,, where L is simple and [L:Hn L] =p. Then 
K E Z is conjugate to H if and only tf H n L and K n L are conjugate in G. 
Thus Z= HG or Z consists of two classes zf both L E Z(p) and 
G = LN,(Hn L). 
Note in all cases KE Z is conjugate to H if and only if H n E(G) and 
Kn E(G) are conjugate in G. Moreover Z consists of at most two classes 
unless (3) applies, in which case there are one, two, or four classes. 
Proof If E = E(G) = 1, then (1) holds by Theorem 6.1. So assume 
E # 1. By Proposition 5.1, Z(E) = 1, and so all components of G are simple. 
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First assume G has a nonnormal component L,. By conjugating, we can 
take H,=HnL,#L,. By Proposition5.1, H<N,(L,) and so GZHL,. 
Thus [Ll:H,]=p. Note that HL,<N,(L,)#G, and so [G:N,(L,)J=q. 
Thus L1 has exactly q conjugates in G. Moreover, H<N,(H,) <N&L,), 
and so H= N&HI) = N&En H). Now (2) follows. 
We can now assume all components of G are normal. Let 
E=L, x ... x L,. Let cri denote the projection of E onto L,. Since H does 
not contain Li and a,(En H) normalizes Hi = Hn Li, ai(En H) # Li. Thus 
[E:EnH] divides [L,:o,(EnH)]+..[L,:a,(EnH)], and r62. 
Moreover, if r=2, a,(EnH)=H,, EnH=H,xH,, [L,:H,]=p, and 
[L, : HJ = q. Thus G = HE = NE, where N = NJ E n H). Since Nn E = 
HnE, H=N>F(G). Thus (3) holds. 
Now assume E = L is simple. First consider the case where 
[L:HnL]=pq, and so G=HL and N=N,(HnL)=HN,(HnL). If 
Hn L is maximal in L, H = N > F(G) and (4) holds. If H n L is not 
maximal in L but N,(HnL)=HnL, H=N>F(G) and by [13], (5) 
holds. If M= N,(Hn L) properly contains Hn L, then again by [13], 
L= L,(r), where (r”- l)/(r- l)=p= [L:M], q 1 (r- l), and M is the 
stabilizer of a line or hyperplane. Set F= F(G). Note H n F= 1, as 
HnFaHE=G. Also HF<N and so IFI = 1 or q. Since C,(F*(G))= F 
and G = HE, it follows that G/F*(G) embeds in PTL,(r)/L,(r) x Z,- i and 
q 1 [G:E*(G)]. Thus M/H n L is a normal Sylow q-subgroup of N/Hn L 
and H/H n L is a complement. Hence, if K E r and H n L and Kn L are 
conjugate, it follows that H and K are conjugate and so (6) or (7) holds. 
Finally, consider the case [L : H n L] = p. Let F= F(G). Then 
HnF*(G)=(HnL)x(HnF). So if F#l, G=HF*(G)=N,(HnF). 
Thus Hn F= 1 and so IFI = q. If H= N,(Hn L) = N, then K= N,(Kn L) 
for any KE r, and so (8) holds. In this case G # LN,(Hn L), r consists of 
one class, and Fr(G) = L. If Hf N, then H= Nn HL. If KE f, then 
I);, E I$ by Lemma 2.10. Since G/ker, HL is solvable, this implies HL and 
KL are conjugate. So assume HL = KL. Note if Hn L and Kn L are con- 
jugate in G, they are conjugate in L (for H # N implies G = NL), and so we 
can also assume HnL=KnL. Then H=HLnN=KLnN=K and so 
(8) holds. Here G = LN and so r consists of two classes if and only if L is 
in T(p). 
Theorem B follows. 
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